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We are in the age of picture and photography. From morning to 
night wherever we are, we are attacked by pictures, varying from 
newspaper, TV, videos, news ,commercial mark to mail, all kinds of 
advertisements, connected pictures, cartoon images etc. As a main 
means of information spreading, a large amount of vision pictures 
are diffusing instantly and become one of the basic way for us to 
know the real world. In a certain sense, pictures have already 
replaced the role of words reading. In anther word, we have entered 
into “the age of reading pictures”. In “the reality of the pictures” 
made by the mass media, everywhere you can see image and they are 
filled with every corner of the world, which quickly change the way 
and angle we “read” pictures, and at the same time offer new ideas 
for the creation of modern vision art. Photography, video, painting, 
even sculpture and installation all are included into artistic creation 
by the way of pictures, but the new words hidden in the distinct 
reflection of another kind of cultural reality. 
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1976 影像装置  170×79×
170cm 
草间弥生《镜房》 








































                                                        












































顾跃  《人群》系列之一 
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布面油画 1.3m×1.5m 2003 
 
顾跃《肖像》之一   
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